Abstract: Various manual and computerized methods for analysis of mine ventilation network are presented.
INTRODUCTION
The basic requirement for the mine ventilation system is to provide air for people to breath and in a condition that will not cause any immediate or future ill effects. Because of the processes of mining, if positive airflow through the workings was not provided the air would very quickly become stale, contaminated and unfit for human consumption. The ventilation system must therefore be sufficient to deal with the contaminants released during mining. If they are not adequately dealt with as they are identified, they may become at best a discomfort to mine workers, and at worst cause serious or even fatal illness.
Although the mine environment by tunnel, winze and shaft is connected to the surface, this connection alone is not adequate for providing good airflow in the networks. It is necessary to ensure the air is clean by using various instruments and artificial methods. Accordingly, for dilution of harmful gases in the mine ventilation networks requires knowledge of the natural and artificial ventilation circuits (Elahi, 2014; Madani, 2006) . Ventilation design methods in underground mines are based on principles such as mapping, identification of ventilation branches and nodes, calculation of ventilation resistance of the each branches, the airflow intensity of the each branch, modified flow intensity, pressure loss for each branch, natural ventilation, network regularization and finally selection of the regulator doors or underground fans, along with selection main fan.
Manual and computerized methods for the analysis of mine ventilation network are presented. The selection of the type of method depends on the target of network analysis. If the branch flow intensity and direction in a mine network have been fixed and determined in this state, using of manual methods for the analysis of the network is better.
The purpose of the mine ventilation network analysis in manual methods is only for the selection of main and auxiliary fans and the air regulators. But if the purpose of mine ventilation network analysis is the investigation of the effect of one or more fans on a mine network, use of mathematical approximation methods is better, because the manual method cannot calculate flow intensity in each of branches in complex networks.
The mathematical approximation methods begin with an assumption of flow intensity and direction in each of the branches of the mine network. The calculation error for each loop is determined using mathematical approximation equations, and then the assumed airflow intensity will be corrected. Airflow intensity corrections based on the provided mathematical equation continue to be conducted until calculation error is less than or equal to a required accuracy. Use of mathematical approximation methods for solving huge and complex networks by human is impossible; therefore utilisation of computers is necessary to solve them. A number of computer software's is available for analysis of mines ventilation networks. One of the most popular of them is Ventsim software that is based on Hardy Cross equation (Elahi, 2014; Madani, 2003) . The first mathematical equations for estimating the flow intensity error in each loop, was presented by Hardy Cross in 1936. Although this equation was proposed for the analysis of water networks, this equation was later used and improved for mine ventilation network analysis by Wang (1982a) and El-Nagdy (2008) . In addition to the mentioned methods, other techniques such as, Newton-Raphson technique (Madani & Maleki, 2007; Wang, 1989) , critical path (Wang, 1982b) , linear analysis (Bhamidipati & Procarione, 1985; Kamba et al., 1995) , non-linear programming (Hu & Longson, 1990; Wang, 1984) and optimization techniques (Collins, 1978) are also presented.
A REVIEW OF APPROXIMATE MATHEMATICS METHODS

Hardy-Cross Method
Hardy Cross's famous equation is as follows and according to equation 1, can be used to estimate the flow intensity error in each loop (Cross, 1936; Elahi, 2014) .
Where: 
. First Stage
According to the junction law of equal flow into and out of every junction, assumed flow intensity with assumed direction for each of the branches of the mine ventilation network is established.
Second Stage
Identify closed loops in mine ventilation network according to equation (2) and select an assumed direction for them. 
Third Stage
Calculation of air pressure loss for each of branches in loop according to equation (3):
Fourth Stage
The calculation of flow intensity error for each loop according to equation (1): It should be noted for the numerator part of the equation, if the airflow direction in branch was aligned with the loop flow direction, the pressure loss is a positive sign, otherwise it is negative. For the denominator part of the equation it is always summed as a positive sign.
Fifth Stage
The calculation of the new flow for each branch of mine ventilation network: The error correction for each branch is determined by the algebraic summation of flow intensity error corrections of the loops contained the branch. It should be noted, if the loop direction was aligned with the branch flow direction, the error is applied as position; otherwise it is subtracted from the assumed flow. Also, if the value of new flow intensity in the branch is negative, the airflow direction in the branch is reversed.
Sixth Stage
Repeat the above operations from third to fifth stages until the calculation error is less than or equal to the required accuracy.
Wang Modified Method
Wang's correction is relating to fourth stage of the Hardy-Cross method. At this stage, the amount of flow intensity error of each loop is estimated according to equation (4). The purpose of this modification is that it eliminates the positive or negative sign of the pressure loss in equation (1), and also removes the decision to change the airflow direction if a flow is negative. Accordingly, if the flow direction changes, the amount of flow intensity changes to a positive sign, otherwise a negative sign should be appear in equation (4). In fact, the equations (1) and (4) 
Newton-Raphson technique
One of methods to solving numerical computation is using the Newton-Raphson technique. This technique is based on the definition of the derivative and the correction of it. In this technique, the initial guess of error value for the solution of the equation is estimated and then iteratively corrected. The mathematical equation can be expressed as follows: 
equations analysis in mine ventilation networks. Based on
equations analysis in mine ventilation networks by using Newton-Raphson technique is expressed as follows: 
First stage
According to branches' law, assumption flow intensity with assumption direction in each of the branches of the mine ventilation network is considered.
Second stage:
Identification of useful loops in mine ventilation network according to equation (2) and select an assumed direction for them.
Third stage:
Calculation of Q  equation based on air pressure loss for each branch in the network ( 2
P R Q 
).
Fourth stage:
Repeat the above operations from third stage until calculation error is less than or equal to the required accuracy. 
CONFLATION MODEL OF HARDY-CROSS METHOD
This correction is relating to fourth and fifth stages of the Hardy-Cross method. In the primary and modified methods, these two stages were calculated separately. Meaning that after completing the fourth stage calculations for all of the loop errors, the fifth stage of the operation to apply the loops errors to the branches begins. But if these two stages are applied to each loop together, the influence of each on each loop correction can be considered on others, and the investigation has led to more rapid access to the final answer. In other words, after the first loop error calculation is done, the relevant branches are corrected for flow intensity and only then are the second loop calculation error performed. Therefore, solving of fourth and fifth stages step by step together of Hardy-Cross method the investigation has led to more rapid access to the final answer. To prove this claim, consider the following two models.
First Model
An example mine's ventilation network, according to Figure 1 is considered by a fan with a pressure of 100 (mm water). The mining resistance and flow intensity of each branch in this network is shown in Table 1 . Initially, this network was simulated with Ventsim software that so far is the most complete mine ventilation network analysis software known, and then the results are compared with manual method to solving the Hardy-Cross equations, the Wang modified method and the conflation model. The result of simulation with Ventsim software for flow intensity distribution of each branch in the mentioned network is shown in Figure 2 . 
Figure1. Mine ventilation hypothetical network
Table1. Mine ventilation hypothetical network properties
Figure2. Distribution of flow intensity with Ventsim software
For analysis of flow intensity of each branches by Hardy-Cross method, requires to assumption flow intensity. The assumed flows intensity with required loops selection is shown in Figure 3 .
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Figure3. Hypothetical flows intensity with loop selection
The first stage of calculation of Hardy-Cross method and Wang modified method (change the airflow direction where flow intensity has a negative value) is according to equation (1) and (2) Table 2 and after 23 iterations, the method reached conclusion with the results obtained from Ventsim software being quite similar. Therefore, the Wang modified method in this model is not able to converge faster to reach the final solution. 
Table2. The results of Hardy Cross Method and its corrected stages
According to Table 3 and after 12 times iterations doing the method reached the conclusion with the results obtained from the Ventsim software being quite similar. Therefore, the conflation model of Hardy-Cross method is able to converge faster to reach the solution the final answer. 
Table3. The results of conflation model of Hardy-Cross Method stages
Second Model
An assumed mine's ventilation network, according to Figure 4 is considered with two fans with the 100 and 80 (mm water) pressures respectively. The mining resistance and flow intensity of each branch in this network is shown in Table 1 . Initially, this network was simulated with Ventsim software, and then the results are compared with the manual method of solving the Hardy Cross equations, the Wang modified method and the conflation model. The result of simulation with Ventsim software for flow intensity distribution of each branch is shown in Figure 5 .
Figure4. Mine ventilation hypothetical network
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Figure5. Distribution of flow intensity with Ventsim software
For analysis of flow intensity of each branches by Hardy-Cross method, requires to assumption flow intensity. These assumption flows intensity with required loops selection is shown in Figure 6 .
Figure6. Hypothetical flows intensity with loop selection
The first stage calculation of the Hardy-Cross method and the Wang modified method (change the airflow direction where flow intensity is a negative value) is according to Table 4 . After 54 times iterations the results compared with the Ventsim software are quite similar. Therefore, the Wang modified method in this model is not able to converge faster to reach the final answer solution. 
Table4. The results of Hardy Cross Method and its corrected stages
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As shown in Table 5 , after 29 times iterations the conclusion reached is similar to Ventsim software.
Therefore, the conflation model of Hardy-Cross method is able to converge faster to reach the solution. 
Table5. The results of conflation model of Hardy Cross Method stages
COMPARISON BETWEEN CONFLATION MODEL OF HARDY-CROSS METHOD AND NEWTON-RAPHSON TECHNIQUE
So far, the comparison of the Newton-Raphson technique in the analysis of the mines ventilation network is not fully accurate. Therefore, for a more precise evaluation of this technique, a comparison was done between this model and conflation model of Hardy-Cross method, resulting in two different evaluation models.
First Model
An example mine ventilation network is considered according to Figure 1 and Table 1. According to  Table 3 , the conflation model of Hardy-Cross method is able to solve after 12 times iterations and the flow intensity is calculated as shown in Figure 2 . The solving stages of calculation of NewtonRaphson technique in mines ventilation networks analysis according to Figure 3 and Table 6 are shown in 4 stages. Comparison of these results with the results obtained from the Ventsim software which as shown in Figure 2 is quite similar. 
Second Model
An example mine ventilation network is considered according to Figure 4 and Table 1. According to  Table 5 , the conflation model of Hardy-Cross method is able to solve after 29 times iterations, the flow intensity is calculated as shown in Figure 5 .
The solving stages of calculation of Newton-Raphson technique in mines ventilation networks analysis for this model is similar to first model, but the difference is the +150 value added to 1 f function. Therefore, in accordance with Figure 6 , the first to fourth stages of the calculations are shown as follows in Table 7 . After the fourth stage the results of this technique will diverge and its results and results obtained from Ventsim software which has been presented in Figure 5 is not the same. 
CONCLUSIONS
Various methods of manual and computerized analysis of mine ventilation network are presented. The selection of type of method depends on target of network analysis. If the purpose of mine ventilation network analysis is investigation of the effect of one or more fans on mine network, use of computerized methods based on mathematical approximation methods is better. The Hardy Cross method for mathematical approximation methods for mines ventilation network analysis has become more common. The convergence of this method depends on values, initial assumed flows and direction and loops selection. In this method, if the value of new flow in the branch is negative, it must reverse the direction of the branch.
